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Suppose C is a compact subset of the plane having a piecewise smooth boundary

8C. Let F(r, 0) be the Fourier transform, in polar coordinates, of the indicator

function of the set C, where by the indicator function of C, we mean the function

whose value on C is 1, and whose value on the complement of C is 0. In §1 of this

paper, we shall describe some relationships between geometric properties of C,

and the asymptotic behavior of F(r, 0) as r -*■ oo. In §2, we shall give applications

of the results of §1 to some questions in the geometry of numbers.

1. If 8C is sufficiently smooth, and has everywhere positive Gaussian curvature,

it is known that the function O(0) = supr r3/2|F(r, 0)| is bounded on S1 (cf. [1]).

If 8C has points of zero curvature, this need no longer be true (cf. [3]). The follow-

ing, however, remains true :

Theorem 1. If 8C is of class Cn+3, for some integer »àl, and if the Gaussian

curvature of8C is nonzero at all points ofdC, with the possible exception of a finite

set, at each point of which the tangent line has contact of order g «, then i>(0) is

bounded on S1, ifn=l, and ofclass V on S1,for any p<2n/(n — l), ifn> 1.

Moreover, 0(0) is always bounded, except in neighborhoods of those points of S1

which, regarded as vectors, correspond to exterior or interior normals to 8C at points

of zero curvature. In a neighborhood of such a point 0O, 0(0) is bounded by a multiple

of [dist (0, 0o)]-<nz-1)/2ni, where dist (0, 0O) is the length of the smaller arc of S1

connecting 6 and 0O, andnf is the largest order of contact which can occur between 8C

and its tangent line, at those points of 8C at which the exterior normal is either

0O or - 0O.

Remark. Theorem 1 has analogues in higher dimensions. I shall show in another

paper, by different methods, that if C is a compact convex subset of F", whose

boundary is analytic, and if F(r, 0) is the Fourier transform, in polar coordinates,

of the indicator function of the set C, then supr r(n + 1)l2\F(r, 0)| is of class L" on

Sn~1, for some/»>2.

If C is a polygon, the estimates are of a quite different character.

Theorem 2. Suppose C is a polygon. Then

1. For any e>0, supr z-2_£|F(z-, 0)| is of class V on S1,for any p< 1/(1 -e).

2. For any e>0, supr r2(log r)-(1+e,|F(r, 0)| is of class L1 on S1.
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In order to prove Theorems 1 and 2, we require two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Suppose b>0, and suppose fi(x) is of the form h(x)xk + c on [0, b], where

h(x) is C2 and nonvanishing on [0, b], c is a constant, and k is an integer ^ 2. Suppose,

moreover, that b is small enough so that \f'(x)\ Sc^"'1, and \f"(x)\ ^c2xk~2, for

some positive constants cx and c2. Denote by S the arc traced out in the (xx, x2)-plane

by the point (xx,f(xx)), as xx runs from 0 to b, and suppose g is a function of class C1

in a neighborhood of S. Define

H(Y) = £ g(X) exp (2ni(X, Y)) dSx,

where X=(xx, x2), Y=(yx, y2), and dSx = the arc length element on S. Let A(Y) be

the smallest nonnegative angle which the vector IV 0 makes with the x2-axis.

Then there exists M>0 such that \H(Y)\SM\Y\-ll2(A(Y))-{k-2)K2k-2\ where

I T|=(y2+y|)1/2. Moreover, in terms of g, bounds for M depend only on bounds for g

and its first derivatives on S.

Proof. We shall assume that h(x) < 0 on [0, b], since the proof in the remaining

case is essentially the same. Now 5" is concave downward with respect to the x^axis,

and its curvature is never zero, except at the point (0,/(0)), and then only if k>2.

Moreover, the angle a(xx), which the upward normal to S makes with the positive

x2-axis, is a decreasing function of Xj on [0, b], with a(b)<ir/2. We shall make the

temporary assumption that Flies in the first quadrant, and that A(Y)Sa(b).

For a given Y= | T|(y*, y*), let (px, p2) be the point on S at which the upward

normal to S is parallel to (yf,y*). Now the equation for S is x2—f(xx)=0

(x e [0, b}), and taking the gradient of the left side, we find that the vector

(—f'(px), 1) is parallel to (yf, y*). I.e., yf/y*= —f'(px), and this clearly implies

that \f'(px)\ ^c3A(Y), for some c3>0 which does not depend on Y, and by our

hypotheses, this in turn implies that px ^ ct(A( Y))1Kk ~ v, for some c4 > 0 which does

not depend on Y.

Now

(1) H( Y) = £ g(xx,f(xx))m(xx) exp (2wi\ Y\E(xx)) dxx,

where E(xx) = xxyx* +f(xx)y*, and m(xx) represents the distortion of measure

which arises from the projection of S onto the x^axis. For convenience of notation,

we shall define G(xx)=g(xx,f(xx)).

The integral on the right side of (1) can be split into two parts

<2> f = J"'+fJO Jo Jpi

We shall investigate the first integral on the right side of (2). The same technique

yields an identical estimate for the second integral. To obtain the desired estimate

for the first integral, we need some information about E(xx). To begin with, note
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that it is clear from the geometrical meaning of E(xx) that E'(px) = 0, and that for

0 è xx £pi, E'(xx) ;ï 0, and E"(xx) £ 0. (Recall that S is concave downwards, and that

E(xx) is simply the component of the vector (xx,f(xx)) in the direction of the

upward normal to S at (px,p2).) In what follows, we shall assume that xx^px.

Now

fPj fx1 +A/3        ¡•x1 +2X13        i»px

(3) E'(xx) =        \E"(t)\ dt=\ +\ +\
Jxi Jxx Jxi + XI3 Jxx + 2XI3

where X=px — xx.

But it follows from our hypotheses, that |F"(z)| ^c5tk~2, for some c5>0, which

does not depend on F, and throughout at least one of the intervals of integration,

tk~2 must be at least of the order of p\ '2, so (3) implies that E'(xx) ^ ce(px - xx)px ~ 2,

for some c6>0, and hence, E'(xx)'^c1(px — xx)(A(Y))t-k'2)Kk~1\ for some c7>0,

where the constants do not depend on Y.

We now return to the estimation of the first integral on the right side of (2). Set

3= | F| -i/2(y4(7))-«-2)/(2fc-2)i Then

rpi     rpx ~ó   rpi       cpi ~6
=        +       =        +0(|F|-1'2(^(F))-('c-2),(2'c-2,).

Jo Jo Jpi-<5 Jo

Now

çpx-ô
G(xx)m(xx) exp (27rz'| Y\E(xx)) dxx

= (2rri\ FI)"1 f1'' (E'(xx))-iG(xx)m(xx)d(exp (2ni\ Y\E(xx))),

and if we note that (F'ixi))-1 is increasing, and apply the second mean value

theorem to the real and imaginary parts of the integral on the right, we immediately

find that this integral is G(| Y\-ll2(A(Y)yik-2)K2k-2)), which proves the lemma if

F is in the first quadrant, and A(Y)úa(b). If F is in the first quadrant, and

^4(F)>a(A), it is a simple matter to show that F'ÍXi) 2: c8(A—Xi), for some c8>0

which does not depend on F, and the proof then proceeds as before. If Fis in the

upper half-plane, but not in the first quadrant, it is evident that the function

|F'(xi)| is larger than it would be if F were reflected in the x2-axis, so the result

follows from the case we have already discussed. Finally, the result for F in the

lower half-plane, i.e., for t^O, clearly follows from the result for Fin the upper

half-plane.

Lemma 2. Suppose S is a straight line segment in the (xx, x2)-plane. Define

H(Y)= \ exp (2ni(X, Y)) dSx,

where, as before, X=(xx, x2), Y=(yx, y2), and dSx = the arc length element on S.

For Y^ 0, let A( Y) be the smallest nonnegative angle which Y makes with the line

perpendicular to S. Suppose g(t) is a positive function, defined for t^t0, and such that
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both g(t) and t/g(t) are nondecreasing over [t0, oo). Then there exists M>0, such that

for\Y\,l/4A(Y)^t0,

\H(Y)\ S Mg(\Y\)[\Y\A(Y)g(l/AA(Y))r1.

Proof. It suffices to prove the result for the case in which A(Y) is near zero.

Moreover, if we assume, as we may, that 5" is the segment from — 1 to 1 on the

x^axis, and that Y lies in the first quadrant, then H(Y) = inyx)~1 sin 2Tryx, and

yx = \Y\ sin A(Y). I.e., H(Y) = (n\ Y\ sin A(Y))-1 sin (2tt\ Y\ sin A(Y)), and for

\Y\^t0,

I TOI Y\)r*H(T) = (rrg(\ Y\) sin A(Y))-1 sin f>| Y\ sin A(Y)).

For fixed A(Y)?=0, consider the supremum, for | Y\^t0, of | Y\(g(\ r|))-l|/T(y)|.

Since g(t) is nondecreasing, it is clear that if A(Y) is small, the supremum may be

taken over the interval t0S \ Y\ ^(4sin A(Y))~1. Thus, since |sin (27r| Y\ sin A(Y))\

S2tt\ Y\ sin A(Y), and since t¡g(t) is nondecreasing, it follows that the supremum

is less than or equal to [2 sin A(Y)g((4 sin A(Y))~1)]~1, and this immediately

implies the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 1. To begin with,

F(r, 8) = £ exp (>/(/-0, A")) dVx,

where dVx = dxx dx2.

By the divergence theorem, this last integral is equal, for r#0, to

(Txir)-1 [   exp(2TTi(r8,X))(8,n(X))dSx,
JdC

where «(A") is the outward normal to 8C at the point X. Now the function (0, n(X))

is certainly C1 in a neighborhood of 8C, and is bounded on 8C, together with its

first derivatives, uniformly in 0. The result thus follows from Lemma 1, if we

subdivide 8C into sufficiently small arcs.

Proof of Theorem 2. This follows from Lemma 2 in exactly the same way that

Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1. (Take g(t) = te for part (1), andg(í) = (log i)1+e

for part (2).)

2. In this section, we shall apply the results of §1 to some questions in the

geometry of numbers. I should like to thank Professor Lars Hörmander for

helpful conversations about the material in this section, and to thank Professor

Atle Selberg for the initial suggestion which developed into Theorems 3, 4, and 5.

Theorem 3. Suppose C is a set of the type described in Theorem 1, and having area

A. Suppose, moreover, that the interior of C contains a point p0, with respect to which

C is star-like, in the strong sense that no tangent line to 8C intersects p0. For

0 e [0, 27r], let LB be the image of the integral lattice points under a counterclockwise

rotation of size 8. For x>0, let N(x, 8) be the number of points in Le which intersect
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the set xC, and define R(x, 0) to be the difference between N(x, 0) and the area of

xC, i.e., R(x, 6) = N(x, 8) —Ax2. Then there exists a positive number M, such that

I Fix, 0)| d6 á Mx2'3.
Jo

Remark. Considerably worse exponents can occur for specific values of 0

(cf. [3] and [4]).

Proof. We shall make the temporary assumption that the point p0 is the origin.

Let J( Y) he the indicator function of the set C. Then J( Y/x) is the indicator

function of the set xC, and the Fourier transform ofJ( Y/x) is x2F(x Y), where

F( F) is, as before, the Fourier transform of 7(F).

Now

N(x,6) = 2d(ö(N)lx),
N

if we regard 0 as a transformation in SO(2).

Next let 8(F) be a nonnegative C°° function having support in the unit disk, and

such that j> 8(Y)dVY=l. Define 8e(Y) = e~28(Y/e). Then 8e(Y) has support in the

disk | F | ̂ e, and has integral 1. Define

Je(x,Y)= f   8e(Y-Z)J(Z/x)dVz,

and set Nc(x, 8) = ~£Je(x, 9(N)). Now Je(x, Y) is C with compact support, so by

the Poisson summation formula,

2Ux, e(N)) = 2 o-MN))[x2F(x9(N))]

= Ax2+ 2' %e(8(N))[x2F(x8(N))],

where the prime on the summation sign means that the sum is taken over all nonzero

integral lattice points.

Now we may clearly assume that the distance of 8C from the origin is initially

as large as we please, and by taking this distance large enough, it follows from the

star-like condition on C, that for small e>0, Ne(x-e, 8)SN(x, 8)<Ne(x+e, 0).

I.e., Ns(x-e, 6)-Ax2ÚR(x, 8)^Ns(x + e, 0)-Ax2.

Now the last inequality implies that

R(x,6) ï ^[(x + e)2-x2]+ % èE(8(N))[(x + e)2F((x + e)8(N))).

But \&E(Y)\éM'(l + e\ F|)_1, for some M'>0, so inserting the estimate for

F((x+e)8(N)) from Theorem 1, we get

F(x, 0) è 2Axe + Ae2 + M'(x+e)ll22' (l + elND-'lNl-^QWNIlNl)).
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If, now, we define e = x~113, it follows that

R(x,8) S 0(x2l3) + M'(x + e)112^' (l+e\N\)-1\N\-3l2^(8(NI\N\)),

with 0(x2'3) independent of 0.

By a similar process, we can show that

R(x, 8) ^ -{0(x2l3) + M'(x-e)ll2Ji'(l+e\N\)-1\N\-3l2<í>(8(NI\N\))},

and this implies that

\R(x, 0)| S M'^x^ + x112^'(l+e\N\)-1\N\-3l2^(8(NI\N\))},

for some M">0. I.e.,

f * \R(x, 0)| d8 S M"-íx2'3 + xll2Y (l+elN])-1^]-312 Ç" <5(0(A/|A|))d8

Now j*f <I>(0(A/|A|)) i/0 is independent of N, so

|/î(x, 0)| d8 S M^x^+x^^'O + ^l)"1!^"3'2}'

for some M'">0. Furthermore,

r - r + 2.
|ZZ|<l/£ |JV|al/e

and if we estimate the last two sums by comparing them with integrals, recalling

that e=x~113, we find that the estimates are identical, and that the joint estimate is

0(x116). I.e.,

x1/22'(l+e|Ail)"1|Arl"3'2 = G(x2'3),

so

i»2jtç>2n

\R(x, 0)| dd S Mx213,   for some M > 0.
JO

To complete the proof, note that even if C does not satisfy our temporary

hypothesis about the origin, there is certainly some translate C* = t(C) which does.

Moreover, the translation / determines, in an obvious way, a family tx (x>0) of

translations having the property that tx(xC)=xC*. If, now, we define J*(Y) to be

the indicator function of the set C*, and define J*(x, Y) to be the convolution of

J*(Y/x) with 8£(Y), then it follows, since N(x, 8) = lJ*([tx8(N)]/x), that

^J*(x-e, tx8(N)) S N(x, 8) S ^J*(x+e, tx8(N)),   for small e > 0.

If, finally, we note that for fixed x, y, and 0, the Fourier transform of J*([tx8( Y)]/y)

differs from that of J*([8(Y)]jy) by only an exponential factor of the form
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exp (2ttí(IV, Y)), where IF is a real vector, it becomes clear that we can apply our

previous arguments, since the relevant estimate for the absolute value of the

Fourier transform will not be changed.

The following theorem is a consequence of (2) of Theorem 2, in very much the

same way that Theorem 3 was a consequence of Theorem 1. We shall omit the

proof, since it is so similar to the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Suppose C is a polygon. Define R(x, 8) as in Theorem 3. Then for

every e>0, there exists a number M(e)>0, such that

¡.271

\R(x,8)\d8 ¿ M(e)(logx)3 + £.
Jo

The following theorem is similar to a theorem of Kendall [2], with the important

difference that we are admitting motions other than pure translations. This can be

essential, if 8C has points of zero curvature.

Theorem 5. Suppose G is the group of all rigid motions of the plane having the

form 8t, where 8 e SO(2), and t is a translation. Let I be the subgroup of integral

translations, and define H to be the quotient space G/I. Then H is topologically the

product ofSO(2) wth the torus T2, and H has a unique normalized invariant measure

dh, which is, in fact, precisely the product measure. We can clearly regard H as

operating on the integral lattice-points in a well-defined way, and for he H,we define

Lh to be the image of the integral lattice-points under A. Suppose C is a set of the

type described in Theorem 1. For he H, define R(x, A) to be the difference N(x, A)

— Ax2, where A is the area of C, and N(x, A) is the number of points in Lh which

intersect xC. Then there exists M>0, such that §H (R(x, A))2 dh¿Mx.

Proof. If we fix 0, Fix, A) becomes a function on F2, and it is easy to see that its

Fourier series is

2' x2F(x8(N)) exp (2rri(N, t)),       (te T2),

where F( F) is, as before, the Fourier transform of the indicator function of the

set C.

Now

f (F(x, A))2 dh = \      d8 f   (F(x, A))2 dt
Jh JsO(2)        Jt2

m  f       (2' |*2F(x0(AO)|2) dd,
JsO(2)

by Parseval's equality. Using the estimate from Theorem 1, and, in particular, the

fact that 0(0) is F2, the desired result follows immediately.

Remarks. 1. It would, I think, be interesting to investigate the analogue of

Theorem 5, for the case in which H=SL(2, R)/SL(2,Z), and the summation is

taken over the primitive integral lattice-points.
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2. It is possible, in some cases, to use the estimate for 3>(0) near a singularity

to estimate the quantity R(x, 8) of Theorem 3 for specific values of 0. One can

also show that an estimate of the form G(x2'3) is valid for almost all 0 e [0, 2tt].
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